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Competitive Advantage Creating And Sustaining
Superior Performance
Competitive Advantage introduces a tool that may be used to diagnose and
enhance competitive advantage: the value chain. Value-chain analysis allows the
manager to separate the underlying activities a firm performs in designing,
producing, marketing, and distributing its product or service. It is these activities
from which competitive advantage ultimately stems. By showing how all the firm's
activities can be examined in this integrated way, Porter provides a practical
perspective on competitive strategy.
For graduate level courses in Strategic Management Barney provides students
and practitioners with the most up-to-date research in a way that allows them to
see how to apply it to the real business world.
Argues that a manager's central responsibility is to create and implement
strategies, challenges popular motivational practices, and shares anecdotes
discussing how to enable action-oriented plans for real-world results.
Why should I do business with you… and not your competitor? Whether you are a
retailer, manufacturer, distributor, or service provider – if you cannot answer this
question, you are surely losing customers, clients and market share. This eyeopening book reveals how identifying your competitive advantages and
trumpeting them to the marketplace is the most surefire way to close deals, retain
clients, and stay miles ahead of the competition. The five fatal flaws of most
companies: ? They don’t have a competitive advantage but think they do ? They
have a competitive advantage but don’t know what it is—so they lower prices
instead ? They know what their competitive advantage is but neglect to tell clients
about it ? They mistake “strengths” for competitive advantages ? They don’t
concentrate on competitive advantages when making strategic and operational
decisions The good news is that you can overcome these costly mistakes – by
identifying your competitive advantages and creating new ones. Consultant,
public speaker, and competitive advantage expert Jaynie Smith will show you
how scores of small and large companies substantially increased their sales by
focusing on their competitive advantages. When advising a CEO frustrated by his
salespeople’s inability to close deals, Smith discovered that his company stayed
on schedule 95 percent of the time – an achievement no one else in his industry
could claim. By touting this and other competitive advantages to customers,
closing rates increased by 30 percent—and so did company revenues. Jack
Welch has said, “If you don’t have a competitive advantage, don’t compete.”
This straight-to-the-point book is filled with insightful stories and specific steps on
how to pinpoint your competitive advantages, develop new ones, and get the
message out about them. “The biggest marketing flaw in most companies is their
failure to fully reap the benefits of their competitive advantages. Either they think
they have a competitive advantage but don’t. Or they have one and don’t realize
it. Or they know they have a strong competitive advantage but fail to promote it
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adequately to their customers and prospects. “In my research with middle-market
companies, I found only two CEOs out of 1,000 who could clearly name their
companies’ competitive advantages. The other 99.8 percent could offer only
vague, imprecise generalities. These same CEOs often rely on outside
consultants to guide strategic-planning sessions. Yet, in my experience, very few
consultants – even seasoned ones – give competitive advantage evaluation more
than a superficial glance…. “Ignoring your competitive advantages can be an
expensive and even fatal mistake. Because no matter the size of your company
or the kind of business you are in, your competitive advantages should be the
foundation of all your strategic and operational decisions. They’re the reasons
customers choose to buy from you instead of the other guy.” – From Creating
Competitive Advantage
Michael E. Porter's 1980 book Competitive Strategy is a fine example of critical
thinking skills in action. Porter used his strong evaluative skills to overturn much
of the accepted wisdom in the world of business. By exploring the strengths and
weaknesses of the accepted argument that the best policy for firms to become
more successful was to focus on expanding their market share, he was able to
establish that the credibility of the argument was flawed. Porter did not believe
such growth was the only way for a company to be successful, and provided
compelling arguments as to why this was not the case. His book shows how
industries can be fragmented, with different firms serving different parts of the
market (the low-price mass market, and the expensive high-end market in
clothing, for example) and examines strategies that businesses can follow in
emerging, mature, and declining markets. If printing is in decline, for example,
there may still be a market in this industry for high-end goods and services such
as luxury craft bookbinding. Porter also made excellent use of the critical thinking
skill of analysis in writing Competitive Strategy. His advice that executives should
analyze the five forces that mold the environment in which they compete - new
entrants, substitute products, buyers, suppliers, and industry rivals - focused
heavily on defining the relationships between these disparate factors and urged
readers to check the assumptions of their arguments. Porter avoided technical
jargon and wrote in a straightforward way to help readers see that his evaluation
of the problem was strong. Competitive Strategy went on to be a highly influential
work in the world of business strategy.
STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT: Creating Competitive Advantages, 3/e, by Dess,
Lumpkin, and Eisner, responds to the demands of today’s rapidly changing and
unpredictable global marketplace that students will face when they enter the
business world. The concepts-only text provides students with a timely, rigorous,
and relevant book written in an engaging manner to spur their interest and
excitement. This book provides a solid treatment of traditional topics in strategic
management as well as contemporary topics such as entrepreneurship,
knowledge management, and e-commerce and internet strategies. Numerous
applications from business practice plus sidebars (approximately six per chapter)
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bring key concepts to life. Instructors can create their own case volumes for use
with Strategic Management 3rd Edition from a variety of source- pre-selected
case packets, customizing from a recommended set which have been carefully
mapped to the chapter concepts, or from the entire Primis database which
features cases from Harvard, Darden, INSEAD, Ivey, and other reputable
sources.
For the past two decades, Michael Porter's work has towered over the field of
competitive strategy. On Competition, Updated and Expanded Edition brings
together more than a dozen of Porter's landmark articles from the Harvard
Business Review. Five are new to this edition, including the 2008 update to his
classic "The Five Competitive Forces That Shape Strategy," as well as new work
on health care, philanthropy, corporate social responsibility, and CEO leadership.
This collection captures Porter's unique ability to bridge theory and practice. Each
of the articles has not only shaped thinking, but also redefined the work of
practitioners in its respective field. In an insightful new introduction, Porter relates
each article to the whole of his thinking about competition and value creation, and
traces how that thinking has deepened over time. This collection is organized by
topic, allowing the reader easy access to the wide range of Porter's work. Parts I
and II present the frameworks for which Porter is best known--frameworks that
address how companies, as well as nations and regions, gain and sustain
competitive advantage. Part III shows how strategic thinking can address
society's most pressing challenges, from environmental sustainability to
improving health-care delivery. Part IV explores how both nonprofits and
corporations can create value for society more effectively by applying strategy
principles to philanthropy. Part V explores the link between strategy and
leadership.
The Theory of Entrepreneurship examines the interiors of the entrepreneurial value creation
process, and offers a new unified and comprehensive theory to afford empirical investigations
as well as delineate a broader view of the entrepreneurial contextual milieu.
Your company is turning in regular profits every year, and its market share is only getting
bigger. Competitors can’t touch you. So why is your stock price so sluggish? The answer is as
simple as it is cruel: investors aren’t interested in history, and they already know you’re
profitable and competitive—that knowledge is baked into your stock price. The hard reality is
that a competitive advantage just isn’t enough. Investors want companies to surprise them
with unexpected value, which means that you can outperform market expectations only if you
as a leader know how to find, create, and deliver a series of multiple competitive advantages.
This is why a corporate theory is so important. A good corporate theory provides a compass for
those at the strategic helm, guiding their decisions about what assets and activities to pursue,
what investments to make, and what strategies to adopt. Behind every long-term corporate
success story lies a basic theory about how that company creates value. In Beyond
Competitive Advantage, strategy professor Todd Zenger describes what makes a great
corporate theory and helps readers understand the many tensions and trade-offs they’ll face
as they apply the theory to meet the challenge of market expectations. Based on years of
research and analysis, Beyond Competitive Advantage provides managers and executives
with a framework for both sustaining value and creating growth.
This book develops a unified framework to explain the phenomena of competitive advantage
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and firm value creation in dynamic environments. Through a new strategic value creation
theory, it explores how a firm can measure and sustain its competitive advantage through
management incentives, capital market forces, organizational culture and structure, and social
complexity. It also considers how management can utilize their resources and capabilities,
shadow options, product market forces, customer needs, and organizational learning as a
means to differentiate them from the competition. With an innovative approach to theory and
research, it will be positioned to inform both scholars and practitioners in management,
business strategy, and entrepreneurship on the process of competitive and sustainable value
creation.
This is the fourth edition of a unique textbook that provides extensive coverage of the
evolution, the current state, and the practice of e-business strategies. It provides a solid
introduction to understanding e-business and e-commerce by combining fundamental concepts
and application models with practice-based case studies. An ideal classroom companion for
business schools, the authors use their extensive knowledge to show how corporate strategy
can imbibe and thrive by adopting vibrant e-business frameworks with proper tools. Students
will gain a thorough knowledge of developing electronic and mobile commerce strategies and
the methods to deal with these issues and challenges.
Though the cases in Cases in Competitive Strategy may be informative when studied on their
own, they are designed to be read and analyzed in combination with the companion volume,
Competitive Strategy. The conceptual materials and the cases are designed to reinforce each
other, showing the connection between the theory and the practice of competitive strategy
formulation.
Competitive AdvantageCreating and Sustaining Superior PerformanceSimon and Schuster
Successful brand building helps sustain relationships with consumers, creating long-term
sustainable competitive advantage and protecting businesses from market turbulence and
uncertainties. Manufacturing processes can often be duplicated in ways that strongly held
attitudes established in consumers’ minds cannot. Branding and Sustainable Competitive
Advantage: Building Virtual Presence explores the processes involved in managing brands for
long-term sustainable competitive advantage. Managers, professionals, and researchers will
better understand the importance of consumers’ perceptions in brand management, gain
insight into the interface of positioning and branding, learn about the management of brands
over time and in digital and virtual worlds, be able to name new products and brand
extensions, and discover how marketers develop and apply strategies to position their brands.

For graduate level courses in strategic management, Barney provides students and
practitioners with the most up-to-date research in a way that allows them to see how to
apply it to the real business world.
Harvard professor, Michael Porter has been one of the most influential figures in
strategic management research over the last three decades. He infused a rigorous
theoretical framework of industrial organization economics with the then still embryonic
field of strategic management and elevated it to its current status as an academic
discipline. Porter's outstanding career is also characterized by its cross-disciplinary
nature. Following his most important work on strategic management, he then made a
leap to the policy side and dealt with a completely different set of analytical units. More
recently he has made a foray into inner city development, environmental regulations,
and health care services. Throughout these explorations Porter has maintained his
integrative approach, seeking a road that links management case studies and the
general model building of mainstream economics. With expert contributors from a range
of disciplines including strategic management, economic development, economic
geography, and planning, this book assesses the contribution Michael Porter has made
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to these respective disciplines. It clarifies the sources of tension and controversy
relating to all the major strands of Porter's work, and provides academics, students, and
practitioners with a critical guide for the application of Porter's models. The book
highlights that while many of the criticisms of Porter's ideas are valid, they are almost
an inevitable outcome for a scholar who has sought to build bridges across wide
disciplinary valleys. His work has provided others with a set of frameworks to explore in
more depth the nature of competition, competitive advantage, and clusters from a range
of vantage points.
Modern Competitive Strategy, by Gordon Walker, provides a highly readable, broad
synthesis of the theory and empirics of the strategy field and organizes this material
pedagogically for a core strategy course. The approach is eclectic, reflecting the
diversity of the discipline. The book draws on studies in industrial and institutional
economics, economic and organizational sociology, mainstream strategy, and finance
and marketing when appropriate. Both single business and multi-business topics are
covered. Many short cases and company examples are used to illustrate the concepts.
The material is appropriate for either a full semester course or a single module in MBA
programs, advanced undergraduate courses, EMBA and executive education classes.
The essential complement to the pathbreaking book Competitive Strategy, Michael E.
Porter's Competitive Advantage explores the underpinnings of competitive advantage in
the individual firm. Competitive Advantage introduces a whole new way of
understanding what a firm does. Porter's groundbreaking concept of the value chain
disaggregates a company into "activities," or the discrete functions or processes that
represent the elemental building blocks of competitive advantage. Now an essential
part of international business thinking, Competitive Advantage takes strategy from
broad vision to an internally consistent configuration of activities. Its powerful framework
provides the tools to understand the drivers of cost and a company's relative cost
position. Porter's value chain enables managers to isolate the underlying sources of
buyer value that will command a premium price, and the reasons why one product or
service substitutes for another. He shows how competitive advantage lies not only in
activities themselves but in the way activities relate to each other, to supplier activities,
and to customer activities. Competitive Advantage also provides for the first time the
tools to strategically segment an industry and rigorously assess the competitive logic of
diversification. That the phrases "competitive advantage" and "sustainable competitive
advantage" have become commonplace is testimony to the power of Porter's ideas.
Competitive Advantage has guided countless companies, business school students,
and scholars in understanding the roots of competition. Porter's work captures the
extraordinary complexity of competition in a way that makes strategy both concrete and
actionable.
Thinking strategically is what separates managers and leaders. Learn the fundamentals
about how to create winning strategy and lead your team to deliver it. From
understanding what strategy can do for you, through to creating a strategy and
engaging others with strategy, this book offers practical guidance and expert tips. It is
peppered with punchy, memorable examples from real leaders winning (and losing)
with real world strategies. It can be read as a whole or you can dip into the easy-toread, bite-size sections as and when you need to deal with a particular issue. The
structure has been specially designed to make sections quick and easy to use – you’ll
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find yourself referring back to them again and again.
Cooperative strategies and alliances.
"How do you gain an edge in the digital age? In this lively, accessible guide, Ram
Charan, bestselling author and advisor to some of the world's top CEOs, dissects the
changing nature of competitive advantage, illustrating what it takes for companies--old
and new alike--to compete against digital giants like Amazon, Alibaba, and Google. In
today's business world, good strategy isn't just about preserving market share or
building moats to ward off competitors. In the digital age, the most successful
companies look at everything through a single lens: How can we create a better end-toend consumer experience? As Jeff Bezos says, "When given the choice of obsessing
over competitors or obsessing over customers, we always obsess over customers."
Filled with behind-the-scenes stories of companies like Netflix, Amazon, Fidelity, and
Alibaba, Rethinking Competitive Advantage highlights the tools these behemoths have
relied on to reimagine customer experience and build competitive advantage: platform,
data, and ecosystem. These companies don't just develop channels of distribution, they
constantly crunch numbers, use algorithms to improve products, and create an
ecosystem with outside sellers and their supply chain, where a stream of new
innovations reinvigorates the customer's experience and creates new sources of
revenue. Today's companies imagine market spaces that don't yet exist, ones with the
potential to grow 10x or 100x--and they are willing to spend cash now on the promise of
exponential profits down the road. To execute their objectives, these companies build
strong, nimble, team-centered workforces that upend traditional hierarchy, forming a
"social engine" that drives innovation under visionary leaders. Whether you're in the CSuite of a Fortune 500 company or brainstorming the next digital start-up from your
garage, Rethinking Competitive Advantage is the ultimate primer on competitive
advantage today, revealing the "secret sauce" behind some of the world's leading
companies--and showing you what you must do to compete"-Twenty-first-century supply chains have evolved into world-wide inter-connected supplyand-demand networks comprising vastly more complex operations, with profound interdependencies and exposure to greater volatility in our uncertain world. The linear
concept of a chain is therefore no longer adequate to describe these complex
international networks of suppliers, stakeholders, partners, regulators and customers
that are involved in ensuring the efficient and effective movement of products, services,
information and funds around the world - we are firmly in the era of Global Supply
Chain Ecosystems. Exploring the latest market trends and industry developments
across emerging, developing and developed markets, in Global Supply Chain
Ecosystems industry leader Mark Millar presents detailed and practical insights that will
help you capitalise on market opportunities, overcome supply chain challenges and
make better informed business decisions. In addition to highlighting key supply chain
shifts such as the move beyond globalisation back towards regionalisation, this groundbreaking new publication explores several critical aspects of global supply chain
ecosystems - including visibility, resilience, sustainability and collaboration.
Examines and explains the revolutionary business frameworks of Michael Porter, with
examples to illustrate and update Porter's ideas for achieving and sustaining
competitive success.
Presents the comprehensive framework of analytical techniques to help a firm analyze
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its industry as a whole and predict the industry's future evolution, to understand its
competitors and its own position ...
Packed with insights and brainstorming exercises for establishing the McKinsey mindset, this book is an in-depth guidebook for applying McKinsey methods in any industry
and organizational environment.Taking a step-by-step approach, The McKinsey Mind
looks at the McKinsey mystique from every angle. Owners, executives, consultants,
and team leaders can look to this comprehensive treatment for ways to:Follow
McKinsey's MECE (mutually exclusive, collectively exhaustive) line of attack Frame
business problems to make them susceptible to rigorous fact-based analysis Use the
same fact-based analysisin conjunction with gut instinctto make strategic decisions
Conduct meaningful interviews and effectively summarize the content of those
interviews Analyze the data to find out the so what Clearly communicate fact-based
solutions to all pertinent decision makers Capture and manage the knowledge in any
organization to maximize its value
Now beyond its eleventh printing and translated into twelve languages, Michael
Porter’s The Competitive Advantage of Nations has changed completely our
conception of how prosperity is created and sustained in the modern global economy.
Porter’s groundbreaking study of international competitiveness has shaped national
policy in countries around the world. It has also transformed thinking and action in
states, cities, companies, and even entire regions such as Central America. Based on
research in ten leading trading nations, The Competitive Advantage of Nations offers
the first theory of competitiveness based on the causes of the productivity with which
companies compete. Porter shows how traditional comparative advantages such as
natural resources and pools of labor have been superseded as sources of prosperity,
and how broad macroeconomic accounts of competitiveness are insufficient. The book
introduces Porter’s “diamond,” a whole new way to understand the competitive
position of a nation (or other locations) in global competition that is now an integral part
of international business thinking. Porter's concept of “clusters,” or groups of
interconnected firms, suppliers, related industries, and institutions that arise in particular
locations, has become a new way for companies and governments to think about
economies, assess the competitive advantage of locations, and set public policy. Even
before publication of the book, Porter’s theory had guided national reassessments in
New Zealand and elsewhere. His ideas and personal involvement have shaped
strategy in countries as diverse as the Netherlands, Portugal, Taiwan, Costa Rica, and
India, and regions such as Massachusetts, California, and the Basque country.
Hundreds of cluster initiatives have flourished throughout the world. In an era of
intensifying global competition, this pathbreaking book on the new wealth of nations has
become the standard by which all future work must be measured.
Do you have the right strategy to lead your company into the future? Get more of the
management ideas you want, from the authors you trust, with HBR's 10 Must Reads on
Strategy (Vol. 2). We've combed through hundreds of Harvard Business Review articles
and selected the most important ones to help you combat new competitors and define
the best strategy for your company. With insights from leading experts including
Michael E. Porter, A.G. Lafley, and Clayton M. Christensen, this book will inspire you to:
Choose a strategy that meets the demands of your competitive environment Identify the
signals of disruption and take steps to avoid it Understand lean methodology and how it
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is changing business Transform your products and services into platforms Instill your
strategy with creativity and purpose Generate value for your company, while also
contributing to society This collection of articles includes "Your Strategy Needs a
Strategy," by Martin Reeves, Claire Love, and Philipp Tillmanns; "Transient
Advantage," by Rita Gunther McGrath; "Bringing Science to the Art of Strategy," by
A.G. Lafley, Roger L. Martin, Jan W. Rivkin, and Nicolaj Siggelkow; "Managing Risks: A
New Framework," by Robert S. Kaplan and Anette Mikes; "Surviving Disruption," by
Maxwell Wessel and Clayton M. Christensen; "The Great Repeatable Business Model,"
by Chris Zook and James Allen; 'Pipelines, Platforms, and the New Rules of Strategy,"
by Marshall W. Van Alstyne, Geoffrey G. Parker, and Sangeet Paul Choudary; "Why
the Lean Start-Up Changes Everything," by Steve Blank; "Strategy Needs Creativity,"
by Adam Brandenburger; "Put Purpose at the Core of Your Strategy," by Thomas W.
Malnight, Ivy Buche, and Charles Dhanaraj; "Creating Shared Value," by Michael E.
Porter and Mark R. Kramer.
Imagine, if you can, the world of business - without corporate strategy. Remarkably, fifty
years ago that's the way it was. Businesses made plans, certainly, but without
understanding the underlying dynamics of competition, costs, and customers. It was
like trying to design a large-scale engineering project without knowing the laws of
physics. But in the 1960s, four mavericks and their posses instigated a profound shift in
thinking that turbocharged business as never before, with implications far beyond what
even they imagined. In The Lords of Strategy, renowned business journalist and editor
Walter Kiechel tells, for the first time, the story of the four men who invented corporate
strategy as we know it and set in motion the modern, multibillion-dollar consulting
industry: Bruce Henderson, founder of Boston Consulting Group Bill Bain, creator of
Bain & Company Fred Gluck, longtime Managing Director of McKinsey & Company
Michael Porter, Harvard Business School professor Providing a window into how to
think about strategy today, Kiechel tells their story with novelistic flair. At times inspiring,
at times nearly terrifying, this book is a revealing account of how these iconoclasts and
the organizations they led revolutionized the way we think about business, changed the
very soul of the corporation, and transformed the way we work.
Startup money is moving online, and this guide shows you how it works. The Art of Startup
Fundraising takes a fresh look at raising money for startups, with a focus on the changing face
of startup finance. New regulations are making the old go-to advice less relevant, as startup
money is increasingly moving online. These new waters are all but uncharted—and founders
need an accessible guide. This book helps you navigate the online world of startup fundraising
with easy-to-follow explanations and expert perspective on the new digital world of finance.
You'll find tips and tricks on raising money and investing in startups from early stage to growth
stage, and develop a clear strategy based on the new realities surrounding today's startup
landscape. The finance world is in a massive state of flux. Changes are occurring at an
increasing pace in all sectors, but few more intensely than the startup sphere. When the
paradigm changes, your processes must change with it. This book shows you how startup
funding works, with expert coaching toward the new rules on the field. Learn how the JOBS Act
impacts the fundraising model Gain insight on startups from early stage to growth stage Find
the money you need to get your venture going Craft your pitch and optimize the strategy Build
momentum Identify the right investors Avoid the common mistakes Don't rely on the "how we
did it" tales from superstar startups, as these stories are unique and applied to exceptional
scenarios. The game has changed, and playing by the old rules only gets you left behind.
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Whether you're founding a startup or looking to invest, The Art of Startup Fundraising provides
the up-to-the-minute guidance you need.
Good management is a precious commodity in the corporate world. Guide to Management
Ideas and Gurus is a straight-forward manual on the most innovative management ideas and
the management gurus who developed them. The earlier edition, Guide to Management Ideas,
presented the most significant ideas that continue to underpin business management. This
new book builds on those ideas and adds detailed biographies of the people who came up with
them-the most influential business thinkers of the past and present. Topics covered include:
Active Inertia, Disruptive Technology, Genchi Genbutsu (Japanese for "Go and See for
Yourself"), The Halo Effect, The Long Tail, Skunkworks, Tipping Point, Triple Bottom Line, and
more. The management gurus covered include: Dale Carnegie, Jim Collins, Stephen Covey,
Peter Drucker, Philip Kotler, Michael Porter, Tom Peters, and many others.
Porter's five forces analysis is a framework for analyzing the level of competition within an
industry and business strategy development. It draws upon industrial organization (IO)
economics to derive five forces that determine the competitive intensity and therefore the
attractiveness of an industry. Attractiveness in this context refers to the overall industry
profitability. An "unattractive" industry is one in which the combination of these five forces acts
to drive down overall profitability. A very unattractive industry would be one approaching "pure
competition," in which available profits for all firms are driven to normal profit. This analysis is
associated with its principal innovator Michael E. Porter of Harvard University. This updated
and expanded second edition of Book provides a user-friendly introduction to the subject,
Taking a clear structural framework, it guides the reader through the subject's core elements. A
flowing writing style combines with the use of illustrations and diagrams throughout the text to
ensure the reader understands even the most complex of concepts. This succinct and
enlightening overview is a required reading for all those interested in the subject . We hope you
find this book useful in shaping your future career & Business.
Stay ahead of the competition This book is a practical and accessible guide to understanding
and implementing Porter's five forces, providing you with the essential information and saving
time. In 50 minutes you will be able to: - Understand the five forces that affect profitability and
analyze each force in depth in relation to your company - Analyze the intensity of the
competition within an industry and how this affects your business - Increase or maintain your
competitive advantage according to the analysis ABOUT 50MINUTES.COM - Management &
Marketing 50MINUTES.COM provides the tools to quickly understand the main theories and
concepts that shape the economic world of today. Our publications are easy to use and they
will save you time. They provide elements of theory and case studies, making them excellent
guides to understand key concepts in just a few minutes. In fact, they are the starting point to
take action and push your business to the next level.
The 'Resource-Based View of the Firm' has emerged over the last fifteen years as one of the
dominant perspectives used in strategic management. It addresses the fundamental research
question of strategic management: Why it is that some firms persistently outperform
others?Resource-Based Theory provides a considered overview of this theory, including the
latest developments, from one of the key thinkers in its development. In broad terms it offers
an alternative to Michael Porter's approach, focusing more on the competences and
capabilities of the firm, rather than its positioning in its chosen markets.Jay B. Barney has long
been recognised as one of the leading contributor to the resource-based theory literature. In
this book he has collaborated with Delwyn N. Clark to produce the first book to examine the
theory in a holistic and in-depth manner. The authors explore not only the applications of the
theory in research, teaching, and practice, but also its early roots in traditional economic
theory, development and proliferation in the 1990s, and later influence on
managementthinking.
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Understand Michael Porter’s value chain in no time! Find out everything you need to know
about this valuable business tool with this practical and accessible guide. The Harvard
Business School professor Michael E. Porter has dedicated much of his career to studying
competitive advantage. One of his best-known concepts is the value chain, which is used to
deliver a product or service to the market and has three key objectives: to improve services, to
reduce costs and to create value. The model can be applied to virtually any business in any
sector, making it a vital tool for companies looking to make the most of their competitive
advantage in an increasingly crowded market. In 50 minutes you will be able to: •Identify the
nine functions that generate value within a business •Analyse your company’s activity to make
the most of your competitive advantage •Find areas for improvement and take concrete steps
to maximise performance ABOUT 50MINUTES.COM | MANAGEMENT AND MARKETING The
Management and Marketing series from the 50Minutes collection provides the tools to quickly
understand the main theories and concepts that shape the economic world of today. Our
publications will give you elements of theory, definitions of key terms and case studies in a
clear and easily digestible format, making them the ideal starting point for readers looking to
develop their skills and expertise.
Are you at risk of being trapped in an uncompetitive business? Chances are the strategies that
worked well for you even a few years ago no longer deliver the results you need. Dramatic
changes in business have unearthed a major gap between traditional approaches to strategy
and the way the real world works now. In short, strategy is stuck. Most leaders are using
frameworks that were designed for a different era of business and based on a single dominant
idea—that the purpose of strategy is to achieve a sustainable competitive advantage. Once the
premise on which all strategies were built, this idea is increasingly irrelevant. Now, Columbia
Business School professor and globally recognized strategy expert Rita Gunther McGrath
argues that it’s time to go beyond the very concept of sustainable competitive advantage.
Instead, organizations need to forge a new path to winning: capturing opportunities fast,
exploiting them decisively, and moving on even before they are exhausted. She shows how to
do this with a new set of practices based on the notion of transient competitive advantage. This
book serves as a new playbook for strategy, one based on updated assumptions about how
the world works, and shows how some of the world’s most successful companies use this
method to compete and win today. Filled with compelling examples from “growth outlier” firms
such as Fujifilm, Cognizant Technology Solutions, Infosys, Yahoo! Japan, and Atmos Energy,
The End of Competitive Advantage is your guide to renewed success and profitable growth in
an economy increasingly defined by transient advantage.
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